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Welcome to this short video that will explain the Process Analysis Prewriting assignment.I’m Christina Elvidge, one
of the college English instructors at Penn Foster. When you need help with your course, you can contact me and
my colleagues, Rianna Karalunas and Melissa Herzing.

English Composition includes two prewriting assignments. The prewriting assignments help you to develop and

organize the content that you’ll eventually draft and revise into a formal essay. The Process Analysis Prewriting is

the first prewriting assignment you’ll complete. The goal of this assignment is to freewrite about your school, work,

family, and other responsibilities that keep you busy during the day or week, and then to identify the steps, tools,

techniques or strategies that you use to organize your time. You’ll write one paragraph dedicated to each of these

main ideas. Each paragraph should begin with a topic sentence and then include the content relevant to that topic.

To prepare for this assignment, complete the required reading as listed in the List of Assignments. The reading

includes content in your study unit and your textbook. Once you’ve completed the required reading, you’ll reach

the exam instructions. This exam is graded with a Pass or a Return. If you earn a Pass, you can move on to the

process analysis essay. An exam may be returned up to allow you to revise and ensure you have a strong

foundation for your essay. You will not be able to submit your essay until you have earned a Pass on your

prewriting.

You’ll see examples of each paragraph in the exam instructions. Read each one carefully and focus on its

purpose: the first describes while the second defines the process.

The process analysis prewriting is an important step in the writing process. You’ll use the skills and content you

develop to write a successful essay. These skills will also help you with future projects that require you to give

instructions or to explain how something works.

You’ll submit the two paragraphs you wrote; include your header, and follow the required format for essays.

To submit your prewriting, save your doc in MS Word or Rich Text Format. Then upload your doc by clicking on

the corresponding Take Exam button on your student portal. Your assignment may be returned to you ungraded if

we cannot open your doc.

Review the grading criteria that is included in the evaluation form included with the submission instructions. Your

prewriting is graded in four categories: Ideas and Content, Organization, General Correctness, and Format.

If your prewriting is returned to you, be sure to review the feedback provided by your instructor and make the

required revisions. Use the feedback to revise you existing draft; do not start over. If you have any questions,

contact an instructor. Prewriting assignments are required so students cannot skip them or take a zero as a

grade.



If you have more questions about your prewriting, there are resources available in the course supplements

section of the course on your portal. You can contact an instructor through the Help Center. Help with writing is

also available in Penn Foster’s writing center, The Writer’s Block. Good luck with your process analysis prewriting!


